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Abstract: Turkish folk music has a priviliged place in music types due to regional dialect varieties. The future of Turkish folk 
music depends on protection of its attitude originating from dialect differences and its resistance against change. Turkish folk music 
regional dialect properties are transcripted by Turkish Linguistic Institiution Transcription Signs/TLITS depending on linguistic 
laws in axis of phonetics, morphology and parole existence. On the other hand, depending on musicological laws, regional dialect 
properties of Turkish folk music which is a verbal/artistic performance type structured in axis of linguistic approaches in 
ethnomusicology-performance/display theory are also transcripted by Turkish Linguistic Institution Transcription Signs/TLITS. It 
is determined and approved by linguistic/musicology source and authotrities that this reality which is also present in other world 
languages can be transferred to notation and vocalized again and again in accordance with its original through International Phonetic 
Alphabet/IPA existence and usability of which have been registered by local and universal standards through the notification that 
will be submitted. In order to initiate an application parallel to applications in national/international platforms a suggestion was 
made under the scope of ITU SBE TMP Post Graduation Program thesis, it will be developed under the scope of ITU SBE MJT 
Doctorate Program thesis, therefore Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System/TFMPNS based on Turkish Linguistic Insitution 
Transcription Signs/TLITS and International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA sounds in axis of linguistics/morphology measures together 
with local/universal attachments will be introduced; the conveying and adaptation processes of phonotactic properties (defined as a 
field of science examining the voices that may and may not be placed respectively in a language, phonology/voice 
combination/voice coalescence rules) to Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System/TFMPNS will be realized. Gele Gele 
Geldim Bir Kara Dasa folk music text which is one of the 128 melodious poetical literature examples transcripted by 
Urfa/Kerkük/Tallâfer Dialects Turkish Linguistic Insitution Transcription Signs/UKTD TLITS and musics recorded live in music 
assemblies between years 1967-1987 and phonograph records were selected as sample material (together with voice record 
compiled from a source person who is expert in the regional music and universal correlations) that will be examined by phonotactic 
theory/analysis method according to scientific compilation rules. Besides, detailed emphasize will be made on Turkish Folk Music 
Phonetic Notation System of Phonotactic Awareness Skill Development Processes/TFMPNS PASDP-Turkish Folk Music Phonetic 
Notation System of Phonotactic Therapy Applications/TFMPNS PTA-Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System of 
Phonotactic Probability Calculator Database/TFMPNS PPCD. 
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1. Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation 

System Phonotactical Awareness Skills 

Development Processes/TFMPNS 

PASDP 

Phonotactic features of Urfa Turkish folk music, keeping 
their existence in the axis of sound information criteria in 
performance and theoretical infrastructure of local language 

properties: ĭ, ǔ, ǚ and ô (narrow, semi-narrow o), ė (close e) and 
ì (long i) sounds which are the narrow, flat, half-round and 
closed shapes of i, u, ü sounds close to e were determined in 
addition to a, e, ı, i, o, ö, u, ü sounds located in Turkish in 
Turkey. In terms of continuity neither short nor the long vowels 
(except the words ‘āşık and yār) are in the normal length. 
Vowels belong to the words which are entered to the language 
from Arabic and Persian are often normalized: such as 
ḥammām>ḥemam “hamam” etc. With long i resulting from the 
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reduction or adjustment of sound, long i in the taken words 
located in the poems written in divan poetry form retain their 
lengths during the usage. In Turkish all vowels except ı sound 
have normal lengths. This property of Turkish effects the taken 
words too. In Urfa’s dialects just like in all East Anatolian 
dialects, long vowels from the taken words are shortened 
systematically and turned to the normal length vowels. For 
example maḫmūr>maḫmur “sleepy, silly” etc. As a result of the 
transformation of second singular person suffix n into y in Urfa 
dialect and sometimes completely removing even this y sound, 
it is seen that i sound at the end of a word is voiced in a long 
tone: For instance ettin>ettiy>ettī “ettin” etc. o, ö vowels in 
Urfa dialect are located only on the first syllable in accordance 
with the Turkish general rule. It is seen that -yor, continuous 
time suffix which is never be used in Urfa dialect, started to be 
used in both form by breaking the general rule: like gidĭyor, 
gĭdiy “gidiyor” etc. In addition to the sounds b, c, ç, d, f, g, h, j, 
k, l, m, n, p, r, s, ş, t, v, y, z in Turkey Turkish written language, ġ, 
ḥ, ḫ, ḳ, ‘ (ayın) and ’ (hemze) sounds were determined. There is 
no j sound in Urfa dialect. Just like in Old Anatolian Turkish, 
this sound is only seen in the taken words. Only the word 
vicdan>vijdan formed as a result of the change c>j in local folk 
music compilation is detected. Depending on the general sound 
rules of Turkish, c, ğ, l, m, v sounds are located among the 
sounds which are not found in the beginning of the words and b, 
c, d, g, ġ at the end of a word or syllables. On the contrary to the 
general sound rules of Turkish, b, d, ġ sounds are seen in the 
foreign words like kebāb>kebab “kebap”, etc. c and ġ are seen 
at the end of both Turkish words like hem daġ>daġ “yara” etc. 
and taken words like ḫarāc>ḥerac “haraç” etc. Sound ġ has been 
used at the end of a word and syllables in old Turkish and it is a 

sound found today in some Turkish dialect except Western 
Turkish. This situation is not a rule which has finalized and used 
widely in Urfa dialect. In the taken words which is ended with 
toned consonants, it is seen that these sounds are untoned, for 
example maḳṣūd>maḫsut “maksat” etc. In the sound lyrics 
belong to Urfa region, ñ “nazal n” nasal consonant ve j sound 
are not found but ñ sound transform into ng, g, n, v, y sounds: as 
in yeñi>yëngĭ “yeni” etc. 

It is reported that Phonotactical features existing in the axis of 
shape information in theoretical and practical background of 
local dialect properties of Urfa Turkish folk music: sound 
changes: vowel changes (thinning of thick vowels-thickening of 
thin vowels-rounding of flat vowels-flattening of round 
vowels-narrowing of wide vowels-widening of narrow 
vowels-transformation of narrow/round vowels into semi 
narrow/round vowels), consonant changes (toning/un-toning/ 
continuing/discontinuing/some changes among continuous 
consonants/other changes), sound events (affinity/consonant 
formation/dropping/twinning/formation/falling/merging/bumpi
ng/narrowing of middle syllable/changing location/syllable 
fall/shortenings in the names), harmony (vowel 
harmony/consonant harmony-vowel/consonant harmony). 

Phonotactical features existing in the axis of shape 
information in theoretical and practical background of local 
dialect properties of Urfa Turkish folk music: Arabic-Persian 
translations, metaphorical meanings, shape and usage types of 
local words located in 128 song text belong to Urfa region, even 
though they are removed from Turkey Turkish written language, 
they are used in Urfa dialect widely are given under the title 
index and dictionary, respectively [1] (refer with: Table 1). 

Table 1. Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical Awareness Skills Development Processes/TFMPNS PASDP developed in the axis of 

local/universal structural/generative/transformation linguistic theories, linguistic/written science/rhetorical/phonological approaches in ethnomusicology, 

phonetic/phonetic-morphological info/syntactic-sound assets/the lexical criteria. 

Gele gele geldik bir kara taşa/ɟelɛ ɟelɛ ɟeldic biɾ kɑɾɑ tɑʃɑ 
Gele gele geldĭm bir ḳara daşa/Gɛlɛ gɛlɛ gɛldɯ̌m biɾ kɑɾɑ dɑʃɑ 
Region: Urfa 
Taken From: Mukim Tahir 
Compiled & Noted: Muzaffer Sarısozen 
Reader: Tenekeci Mahmut Guzelgoz 
TRT TFM Repertoire Sequence Number: 701 

Standard Turkey Turkish/STT International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA 
Turkish Language Institution 
Transcription Signs/TLITS 

International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA 

Gele gele geldik bir kara taşa ɟelɛ ɟelɛ ɟeldic biɾ kɑɾɑ tɑʃɑ Gele gele geldĭm bir ḳara daşa Gɛlɛ gɛlɛ gɛldɯ̌m biɾ kɑɾɑ dɑʃɑ 

Yazılanlar gelir sağ olan başa aman 

efendim 

jɑʐɯɫɑnɫɑɾ ɟeliɾ sɑː oɫɑn bɑʃɑ ɑmɑn 
efɛndim 

Yazılanlar gelĭr saġ olan başa aman 
efendĭm 

jɑzɯlɑnlɑɾ gɛlɯ̌ɾ sɑɡ ɔlɑn bɑʃɑ ɑmɑn 
ɛfɛndɯ̌m 

Bizi hasret koyar kavim kardaşa biʐi hɑsɾɛt kojɑɾ kɑvim kɑɾdɑʃɑ Bĭzĭ ḥesret ḳoydı ḳavım ḳardaşa Bɯ̌zɯ̌ ḫɛsɾɛt kɔjdɯ kɑvɯm kɑɾdɑʃɑ 

Bir ayrılık bir yoksulluk bir ölüm 

aman efendim 

biɾ ɑjɾɯɫɯk biɾ joksuɫɫuk biɾ ølym 
ɑmɑn efɛndim 

Bir ayrılıḫ bir yoḫsıllıḫ bir ölǚm 
aman efendĭm 

Biɾ ɑjɾɯlɯχ biɾ jɔχsɯllɯχ biɾ ɶļim 
ɑmɑn ɛfɛndɯ̌m 

Nice sultanları tahttan indirir niʤɛ suɫtɑnɫɑɾɯ tɑhttɑn indiɾiɾ Nice Sülėymanları taḫtan ėndĭrĭr Niʤ͡ɛ s̬ɶlejmɑnlɑɾɯ tɑχtɑn endɯ̌ɾɯ̌ɾ 

Nicesinin gül benzini soldurur 

aman efendim 

niʤɛsinin ɟyl benzini soɫduɾuɾ 
ɑmɑn efɛndim 

Nicesĭnĭn gül benzĭnĭ soldırır aman 
efendĭm 

Niʤ͡ɛsɯ̌nɯ̌n gyl bɛnzini sɔldɯɾɯɾ 
ɑmɑn ɛfɛndɯ̌m 

Niceleri dönmez yola gönderir niʤɛlɛɾi dønmɛʐ joɫɑ ɟøndɛɾiɾ Nicesĭnĭ dönmez ėle gönderĭr Niʤ͡ɛsɯ̌nɯ̌ dɶnmɛz elɛ gɶndɛɾɯ̌ɾ 

Bir ayrılık bir yoksulluk bir ölüm 

aman efendim 

biɾ ɑjɾɯɫɯk biɾ joksuɫɫuk biɾ ølym 
ɑmɑn efɛndim 

Bir ayrılıḫ bir yoḫsıllıḫ bir ölǚm 
aman efendĭm 

Biɾ ɑjɾɯlɯχ biɾ jɔχsɯllɯχ biɾ ɶļim 
ɑmɑn ɛfɛndɯ̌m 

 
Note 1. Transcription systems in 
Anatolia dialect researches: 
transcripted with Standard Turkey 
Turkish/STT in the axis of standard 

 
Note 2. IPA Turca: IPA provisions 
and sound description [4] of the 
letters in Turkish alphabet in 
Rule-Based Turkish Phonetic 

 
Note 3. Linguistic approaches in 
ethnomusicology [8]: phonetic 
writing usage in data recording in 
musicology: necessity of dialect 

 
Note 4. International Phonetic 
Alphabet/IPA usage in dialect 
researches of Turkish language: 
written dialect texts in Turkey by 
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writing/transcription/variation 
method [2]. 

Converter Program/RBTPCP [3]. 
Turkey Turkish Pronunciation 
Dictionary/TTPD phonology 
ABC’s: transcripted with 
International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA 
[6] by the IPA correspondences of 
vowel and consonants [5]. 

documentation in linguistic and 
musicological axis: 
Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects 
Turkish Language Institution 
Transcription Signs/UKTD TLITS 
in the axis of phonetic notation 
method [7] of local dialect features 
of Turkish folk music: transcripted 
with vowels-consonants-distinctive 
signs [1]. 

using IPA (TDK-IPA) provisions of 
transcription signs are transcripted 
with Standard Turkey Turkish/STT- 
Turkish Language Institution 
Transcription Signs/TLITS- 
International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA. 

 

2. Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation 

System Phonetic Therapy 

Applications/TFMPNS PTA 

In order to eliminate possible 
generative/cognitive/educational/doctrinal 
errors/limitations/biases [9] based on 
articulation/acoustical-perceptual-cognitive factors/trends in 
Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical 
Therapy Applications/TFMPNS PTA performed together with 
local/universal correlation in the axis of Turkish Folk Music 
Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical Awareness Skills 
Development Processes/TFMPNS PASDP with the phonetic 
therapy method [10] in the level of 
listening/narrative/transmissions, it is required to complete the 
construction and development processes of 
alphabet/sound/dictionary/product database. 

Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Alphabet 
Database/TFMPNS AD: transcription system of Turkish 
Language Institution/TLI dialect researches [11], transcript in 
dialect studies [12], vowel and consonant changes of Anatolia 
dialects [42], Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects Turkish 
Language Institution Transcript Signs/UKTD TLITS [1], IPA 
provisions of the words in Turkish alphabets and TDK-IPA 
provisions of voice descriptions-transcription signs [4], 
phonology ABCs of Turkey Turkish Pronunciation 
Dictionary/TTPD: IPA provisions of vowels and consonants 

[6], extra-IPA symbols for irregular speaking [14], IPA 
number table [15], IPA unicode character codes [16], IPA 
X-SAMPA equivalency table [17]. 

Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Sound 
Database/TFMPNS SD: International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA 
sound records [18], International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA 
Turkish vowel/consonants tables sound records [18], Turkish 
Language Institution Turkish Audio Dictionary/TLI TAD [19], 
128 pieces of Turkish folk music texts sound records 
transcripted with the Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects Turkish 
Language Institution Transcript Signs/UKTD TLITS [20]. 

Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Dictionary 
Database/TFMPNS DD: Turkish Language Institution 
Current Turkish Dictionary/TLI CTD [21], Turkish Language 
Institution Turkish Audio Dictionary/TLI TAD [19], Turkish 
Language Institution Big Turkish Dictionary/TLI BTD [22], 
Turkish Language Institution Search Dictionary/TLI SD [23], 
Turkish Language Institution Turkey Turkish Dialects 
Dictionary/TLI TTDD [24], Turkish Language Institution 
Folk Dialects Compilation Dictionary in Turkey/TLI CDFDT, 
Turkey Turkish Pronunciation Dictionary/TTPD [5], 
Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects Index and Dictionary/UKTD 
ID [1]. 

Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Works 
Database/TFMPNS WD; 128 pieces of Turkish folk music 
texts transcripted with the Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects 
Turkish Language Institution Transcription Signs/UKTD 
TLITS [1], IPA Turca: Rule-Based Turkish Phonetic 
Converter Program/RBTPCP [3] (refer with: Fig. 1, Table 2). 

 

Fig. 1. Musicolinguistic artistry of niraval in Carnatic vocal music: musicolinguistic graph/chart/diagram samples [30]. 
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Table 2. Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation Systems Phonotactical Therapy Applications/TFMPNS PTA performed in the axis of the Turkish Folk Music 

Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical Awareness Skills Development Processes/TFMPNS PASDP: musicolinguistic artistry graph/chart/diagram samples. 

Gele gele geldik bir kara taşa/ɟelɛ ɟelɛ ɟeldic biɾ kɑɾɑ tɑʃɑ 
Gele gele geldĭm bir ḳara daşa/Gɛlɛ gɛlɛ gɛldɯ̌m biɾ kɑɾɑ dɑʃɑ 
Region: Urfa 
Taken From: Mukim Tahir 
Compiled & Noted: Muzaffer Sarısozen 
Reader: Tenekeci Mahmut Guzelgoz 
TRT TFM Repertoire Sequence Number: 701 

Standard Turkey Turkish/STT International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA 
Turkish Language Institution 
Transcription Signs/TLITS 

International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA 

Gele gele geldik bir kara taşa ɟelɛ ɟelɛ ɟeldic biɾ kɑɾɑ tɑʃɑ Gele gele geldĭm bir ḳara daşa Gɛlɛ gɛlɛ gɛldɯ̌m biɾ kɑɾɑ dɑʃɑ 

Note 1. Sound information criteria existing in the theory and application background of I. line of Turkish folk music text: Standard Turkey 
Turkish/STT>International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA [a] wide, flat, soft palate (predorsal)>[α] wide, flat, back palate (post dorsal)-[e] wide, flat, pre-tongue 
(closed)>[ɛ] wide, flat, pre-tongue (open)-[i] narrow, flat, odile (open)>[I]/[i] narrow, flat, pre-tongue (closed)-[b]>[b] voice, explosive, double-lip-[d]>[d] 
voice explosive, tongue tip is out-[k] voiceless, explosive, back palate>[c] chimes, front palate, explosive-[g] tone, front palate-mid-tongue, explosive>[Ɉ] 
voice, explosive tongue-back palate (front)-[l]>[l] tone, gum, lateral fluent-[m]>[m] tone, double lip, nasal initial-[r] voice, multi-matrix, tongue tip-gum>[ɾ] 
voice, single matrix, tongue tip-gum [Ɣ] voiceless, fricative-[ş]>[ʃ] voiceless, fricative, tongue-soft palate-[t]>[t] voiceless, explosive, tip end is out. 
Urfa/Kerkuk/Talaffer Dialects Turkish Language Institution Transcript Signs/UKTD TLITS>International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA: [ĭ] short unaccented, a 
vowel between i/ė>[ɯ̌] very short ı-[ḳ] a back palate consonant thicker, explosive and made further back than normal k constructing syllables with thin or 
thick vowels>[k] voiceless, rear palate, explosive. 
 
CVCV CVCV CVCCVC CVC CVCV 
CVCV 

CVCV CVCV CVCCVC CVC CVCV 
CVCV 

CVCV CVCV CVCCVC CVC 
CVCV CVCV 

CVCV CVCV CVCCVC CVC 
CVCV CVCV 

 
Note 2. Form information criteria existing in theoretical and practical background in I. line of the Turkish folk music text: V/C analysis [26]: V=vowel (vowel 
letter), C=consonant (consonant letter). When V/C analyzing method is applied to all lines of the folk music text, differences in the axis of 
sound/syllable/word/sentence orders may arise. 
Gele gele (ge.le ge.le) gel.dik bir 
ka.ra ta.şa 

ɟelɛ ɟelɛ (ɟe.lɛ ɟe.lɛ) ɟel.dic biɾ kɑ.ɾɑ 
tɑ.ʃɑ 

Gele gele (ge.le ge.le) gel.dĭm bir 
ḳa.ra da.şa 

Gɛlɛ gɛlɛ (Gɛ.lɛ gɛ.lɛ) gɛl.dɯ̌m biɾ 
kɑ.ɾɑ dɑ.ʃɑ 

 
Note 3. Syntactic criteria of sound/syllable/word/sentence existing in theoretical and practical background of the I. line of the Turkish folk music text: 
prosodic phonotactical analysis [27]: (.) = represents the syllabic segmentation points. When prosodic phonotactical analysis method is applied to all lines of 
the folk music text, differences may arise in the acoustic/syllabic/word/sentential partitioning/impact points axis in terms of linguistic/rhythmic-music 
scientific/melodic prosody overlap rules. 

Turkish Language Institution 
Dictionary Database/TLI DD 

Turkey Turkish Pronunciation 
Dictionary/TTPD 

Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects Index 
and Dictionary/UKTD ID 

Turkish Folk Music Phonetic 
Notation System Dictionary 
Database/TFMPNS DD 

gele: gele (TLI TAD)-gele (TLI 
BTD)-gelsin (TLI 
CDFDT/TTDD)-gel, hele gel, haydi 
gel (TLI SD). 
geldik: geldi-k (TLI BTD). 
bir: bir (TLI STS)-bir (TLI 
CTD)-ber/bi (TLI TTDD)-bir (TLI 
SD). 
kara: kara (CTD)-kara (TLI 
TTDD)-kara (TLI SD). 
daşa: taş (TLI CTD)-taş (TLI 
TTDD)-daş (TLI SD). 

ɟe'lɛ: gele > ɟe'lɛ 
ɟe'ldIc: gel > ɟe'l-dIc 
'bIɣ: bir > 'bIɣ 
kα'ɾα: kara > kα'ɾα 
'tα∫α: taş-a > 'tα∫-α 

gele: to come, reaching a place, to 
arrive. 
geldĭm: to come, reaching a place, to 
arrive 
bir: name of the number, the title of 
uncertainty. 
ḳara: black, dark, bad, distressed, 
mourning. 
daşa: stone. 

gele/ɟe'lɛ/gele 
geldik/ɟe'ldIc/geldĭm 
bir/bir/bir 
kara/kα'ɾα/ḳara 
daşa/'tα∫α/daşa 

 
Note 4. Word existence criteria existing in the theoretical and practical background of I. line of the Turkish folk music text: Turkish Language Institution 
Current Turkish Dictionary/TLI CTD [21], Turkish Language Institution Turkish Audio Dictionary/TLI TAD [19], Turkish Language Institution Big Turkish 
Dictionary/TLI BTD [22], Turkish Language Institution Scanning Dictionary/TLI SD [23], Turkish Language Institution Turkey Turkish Dialect 
Dictionary/TLI TTDD [24], Turkish Language Institution Compilation Dictionary Folk Dialects in Turkey/TLI CDFDT [25], Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects 
Index and Dictionary/UKTD ID [1], Turkey Turkish Pronunciation Dictionary/TTPD [5], Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Dictionary 
Database/TFMPNS DD. 

 

3. Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation 

System Phonotactical Probability 

Calculator Database/TFMPNS PPCD 

Developing the skills like phonotactical possibilities, 
limitations, usages, tips, performance, memory, knowledge etc. 
[28] existing in the level of the utilities of 
phonemic/cognitive/motor approaches-phonological/shape 
informational/sound existential structured together with 

local/universal additions in the local/universal 
phonology/phonetic rules axis, by providing the organic 
transitivity among the music-linguistic properties structured in 
the language science approaches in ethnomusicology in 
musicological plane with phonotactical properties [29] 
structured in phonotactical theory axis in linguistic plane, 
creating music-linguistic graph/chart/diagram samples [30], in 
order to determine the phonetic/phonemic/allophonic 
transcription differences with the range of 
linguistic/literary-musicological/practical [31], it is necessary 
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to perform the transfer/adaptation processes of Turkish Folk 
Music Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical Probability 
Calculator Database/TFMPNS PPCD in the axis of 
phonotactic probability analysis method [39] parallel to 
databases like BLICK: a phonotactic probability calculator 
[32]-IphOD: irvine phonotactic online dictionary [33]-UCLA 
phonetics lab archive [34]-UCLA: manual: phonotactic 
learning program [35]-PPC: phonotactic probability calculator 
[36]-NP extension: B&B phonotactics [37]-ANU world 
phonotactic database [38] existing in the local/universal 
literature. 

In order to provide numerical/proportional feedback 
documentation like performing the statistical analyses, 
determination of the usage ratio of phonotactical features 
existing in the level of phonological/structural/word scientific 
criteria in the theoretical/practical background of 
characteristic work samples of Turkish folk music determined 
within the range of phonetic notation of regional dialect 
features [7] of Turkish folk music structured in the axis of the 
language/music relation together with local/universal 
correlation, a general table can be made via Turkish Folk 
Music Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical Probability 
Calculator Database/TFMPNS PPCD. 

Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System 
Phonotactical Probability Calculator Database/THMFNS 
PPCD structured with the local correlations in the axis of local 
structural/generative/transformational linguistic 
theories-linguistic/writing scientific/phonological/ rhetorical 
in ethnomusicology sound 
knowledge/phonetic-morphological/syntactic-word 

assets/lexical extent: IPA provisions and sound definitions of 
the letters in Turkish alphabets IPA provisions of transcript 
signs [4], Urfa/Kerkuk/Tallafer Dialects Turkish Language 
Institution Transcript Sings/UKTD TLITS vowel/consonant 
distinctive signs [1], IPA Turca: Rule Based Turkish Phonetic 
Translator Program/RBTPTP character codes [3], Turkey 
Turkish Pronunciation Dictionary/TTPD phonology ABCs: 
Standard Tukey Turkish/STT IPA provisions of vowels and 
consonants [5], UCLA phonetics lab archive/Turkish language 
section [34]. 

Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System 
Phonotactical Probability Calculator Database/THMFNS 
PPCD structured with the universal correlations in the axis of 
universal structural/generative/transformational linguistic 
theories, linguistic/written scientific, rhetorical/phonological 
approaches in ethnomusicology-sound 
information/phonetic-figure information/syntactic-word 
assets/lexical extent: International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA [40], 
extra-IPA symbols for irregular speech [14], IPA number table 
[15], IPA X-SAMPA equivalency table [17], International 
Phonetic Alphabet/IPA Turkish vowel/consonant letter tables 
[6], IPA unicode character code charts [16], IPA fonts (SIL 
Encore IPA and SIL IPA93 fonts (doulos/sophia/manuscript 
fonts: base characters/diacritics/tone and 
punctuation)-phonetic fonts for macintosh/windows-adobe 
fonts for macintosh/windows-the four stone phonetic fonts in 
GIF form (stone sans/stone sans alternate/stone serif/stone 
serif alternate)-rogers fonts (IPAPhon) for 
macintosh/windows-phonetic fonts for TeX/LaTeX etc. [41] 
(refer with: Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical Probability Calculator Database/TFMPNS PPCD graph/chart/diagram samples structured 

with the local/universal correlations in the axis of local/universal phonology/phonetic rules. 

4. Summary 

Language which involves a vocal expression in styles 
changing from society to society with semantic content and 
which is also a human experience is a communication area as 
well. Vocal expression which denotes people’s skill of 
communication through vocal indicator is articulated as 
distinctive and sequential voice units which exist in every 
language in specific quantity and with their attributions whose 
reciprocal correlations vary from a language to another. 
Phonetic awareness which includes rules determining 
paradigmatic/syntagmatic relations of speaking sounds in a 
language and analyzes speaking sounds in the sense of 
functions in communication was defined as gaining awareness 
to speaking sounds, being aware of sounds and having the skill 
of manipulating sounds. It was emphasized by dialectologists 
in linguistic axis that language which was accepted to be a 
cultural value including aesthetical content and indicators of 
basic characteristics of societies rather than being a product 
simply involves various dialects, this content subsists in every 

language and thereby in the music of each language together 
with traditional relations, correct pronunciation of these 
different speeches can be achieved through usage and 
articulation of International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA sounds 
which contribute to the development of melodic memory with 
its evocative effect; and it was emphasized by musicologists in 
musicological axis that how far usage of International 
Phonetic Alphabet/IPA within vocal music would direct 
practical behaviours and performances of musicians directly 
in the process of adaptation, reasons of level/detailedness of 
perceptibility/intelligibility of International Phonetic 
Alphabet/IPA symbols by musicolog. 

International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA is a type of standard 
alphabet which is composed of signs and symbols in order to 
put sound values on paper in international standard, code 
speaking sounds in every language uniformly, prevent 
conflicts of various transcription systems by enabling correct 
pronunciation of languages and develop specific symbol for 
each sound. In the transfer and adaptation processes of 
Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System/TFMPNS to 
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educational/doctrinal practices which was structured on the 
axis of International Phonetic Alphabet/IPA sounds whose 
existence and disponibility was registered on various fields by 
international standards, development of linguistic awareness 
skills (requirement of healthy vocal chord/technical 
ergonomics/correct sound production/behavior 
modifications/articulation/articulatory features of 
vowels/consonants/development of melodic memory/personal 
performance dialectic/notation and implementing on repertory 
etc.) must be analyzed with traditional relations in linguistic 
and musicological axis. 

In order to transcript pathological speech properties which 
is not linguistic like phonological features of speck 
sounds/notation system (supra-segmental features/piece 
sound units like sound 
quality/level/height/emphasis/tonal/timbral variation ratios 
etc.) to define personal sound 
properties/differences/preferences/emotional variations 
developed depending on the phonetic characteristics based on 
individual source, to express alphabetical symbol usage and 
speech concept in terms of sound arrays, to show the acoustic 
patterns in speck analysis and to discuss the problems arising 
from the relationship between the note system and physical 
speech event depending on each other with regard to fractional 
meaning, it is necessary to perform formation/development 
processes of Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System 
Phonotactical Probability Calculator Database/TFMPNS 
PPCD with the transfer/adaptation processes of Turkish Folk 
Music Phonetic Notation System Phonotactical Therapy 
Applications/TFMPNS PTA into education/doctrinal practices 
in the axis of Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation System 
Phonotactical Awareness Skills Development 
Processes/TFMPNS PASDP and Turkish Folk Music Phonetic 
Notation System Phonotactical Features/TFMPNS PF by 
configuring Turkish Folk Music Phonetic Notation 
System/TFMPNS phoneme/phoneme 
inventory/phonetic/allophonic notation system. 
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